Egypt - The Hyksos

The Hyksos, originally known as “shepherd kings,” were clearly founded by their “patron saint,” Joseph, who settled, along with his brothers and his father Jacob, in Goshen / Avaris, which later became the Hyksos capital from which they ruled Egypt, for the most part, for hundreds of years to come.

Interestingly, Josephus identified the Hyksos as being one and the same with the ancient Israelites.

There were even Hyksos period pharaohs named Jakobaam and Jakobher, who were obviously named after their forefather Jacob, father of Joseph.

Anyway, complete Hyksos rule did not come about abruptly.

At first, the Hyksos only exerted a background influence on Egyptian affairs, just as Joseph had done, through serving as viziers to various pharaohs, and / or through economic monopolizing games.

In the early years, before complete political power was attained, the Hyksos monopolized an important trade route between Egypt and the trans-Jordan region.

Over time, the Egyptians resented the Hyksos for their sleazy business practices, along with other shenanigans such as political manipulations, and sought to get even with them by consigning many of them to a life of servitude.

When this didn’t have the desired effect, the pharaoh ordered all male Hyksos babies to be killed, to prevent the population from growing too large.

The biblical record accurately captured the disgust that the pharaoh had with the Hyksos just prior to their Exodus at the time of Moses.

Exodus 1:8-10 says:

“Then a new king, to whom Joseph meant nothing, came to power in Egypt.  ‘Look,’ he said to his people, ‘the Israelites [Hyksos] have become far too numerous for us.  Come, we must deal shrewdly with them or they will become even more numerous and, if war breaks out, will join our enemies, fight against us and leave the country.’”

When slavery and male baby killing didn’t seem to work, the pharaoh finally resorted to expelling the Hyksos altogether, sending them back to Jerusalem from whence they came.

Or perhaps they left on their own accord, out of fear from the threat of pharaoh that their male babies would be killed.

Anyway, this mass exit of the Hyksos from Egypt, of course, was the biblical Exodus.

Manetho, a Ptolemaic Egyptian historian, as quoted by Josephus, said that when the Hyksos fled Egypt, they:

“…set villages and cities on fire, not only did they pillage the temples and mutilate the images of the gods, but not content with that, they habitually used the very sanctuaries as kitchens for roasting the venerated sacred animals.”

It was also surely at this time that a lot of the tombs of the pharaohs were stripped clean of their treasures.

Anyway, it wasn’t long after the Exodus before the Hyksos were settled back in Avaris, but this time they were more powerful than ever, with military backing from mercenary groups such as the Nubians that they had closely befriended.

Manetho, as quoted by Josephus, thusly described this later retaking of Avaris by the Hyksos:

“By main force they easily seized it without striking a blow;  and having overpowered the rulers of the land, they then burned our cities ruthlessly, razed to the ground the temples of gods….Finally, they appointed as king one of their number whose name was Salitis.  He had his seat at Memphis, levying tribute from Upper and Lower Egypt and always leaving [mostly Nubian] garrisons behind in the most advantageous positions.”

Burned their cities…sound familiar?

This was a practice that Jewish supremacists continued to engage in all throughout their ensuing history, everywhere they went.

They did this when they fled Egypt, at the time of the Exodus, and then they did it again, when they returned.

Interestingly, the archaeological record clearly shows that the Hyksos, in the early days of their Avaris occupation, were far more Egyptianized than they were during their later occupation period, and that these two periods were separated by a lull, at which time Avaris was not occupied (because, again, the Hyksos fled to Jerusalem for a time).

When the Hyksos returned to Egypt, they were able to easily gain control of it, not only through assistance from Nubian mercenaries, but because they were taking advantage of a politically unstable condition that prevailed in Egypt at the time.

This was at the time of the fall of the Old Kingdom, when there was a large measure of chaos in Egypt--disunity and feudalism.

The Hyksos came with their mercenaries and made raids on settled communities of the Delta, and they seized control of the Sinai copper mines, to ensure a total monopoly over the copper trade (it was also at this time that they dominated the trans-Atlantic ancient Michigan copper trade business).

================

Life in Egypt under the Hyksos

It’s very revealing to see how Egypt faired once under Hyksos rule.

For example, archaeologists have revealed that the general prosperity of the period was enjoyed by only a select few.

Many of the scarabs produced at this time were adorned with an Egyptian “good luck” sign that meant “prosperity.”

Regarding Hyksos political maneuverings, let’s take note of a very interesting quote from John Van Seters’ book Hyksos:  A New Investigation:

“…since the [Hyksos] Asiatics quickly established themselves in positions of importance in the Eastern Delta, it is not surprising…to find Asiatics ‘elected’ to the kingship of Egypt.”

In other words, rigged elections.

Hmmm

Sound familiar?

And here’s something else that sounds familiar…

In a contemporary document called Admonitions of Ipuwer, we find these revealing statements:

“Foreigners have become people [Egyptian citizens] everywhere…[but] there are no [native] Egyptians anywhere.”
	“…the tribes of the desert have become Egyptians everywhere.
	“…Those who were Egyptians [have become] foreigners and are thrust aside….
	“Good things are throughout the land, [yet] housewives say:  ‘Oh that we had something to eat!’
	“…gold is lacking...and materials for every kind of craft have come to an end.
	“What can we do about it?  All is ruin!  Indeed, laughter is perished and is [no longer] made;  it is groaning that is throughout the land, mingled with complaints.”

Elsewhere in this document, it says:

“The door [keepers] say:  ‘Let us go and plunder.’
	“...The virtuous man goes in mourning because of what has happened in the land.
	“...what the ancestors foretold has arrived at [fruition].
	“...Indeed, [the face] is pale…wrongdoing is everywhere, and there is no man of yesterday [the good old days].
	“...Indeed, the plunderer...[strikes] everywhere, and the servant takes what he finds.
	“...Indeed, men’s…hearts are sad, and magistrates do not fraternize with their people when they shout.
	“Indeed, [hearts] are violent, pestilence is throughout the land, blood is everywhere, death is not lacking, and the mummy-cloth speaks even before one comes near it.
	“Indeed, many dead are buried in the river;  the stream is a sepulcher and the place of embalmment has become a stream.
	“...Every town says:  ‘Let us suppress the powerful among us.’
	“...the robber is a possessor of riches and [the rich man is become] a plunderer.
	“...the poor man [complains]:  ‘How terrible!  What am I to do?’
	“Indeed, the river is blood, yet men drink of it.
	“...Indeed, gates, columns and walls are burnt up, while the hall of the palace stands firm and endures.
	“...towns are destroyed and Upper Egypt has become an empty waste.
	“...Indeed, great and small [say]:  ‘I wish I might die.’  Little children say:  ‘He should not have caused [me] to live.’
	“...Moreover, the few are pleased, while the rest are [in want].
	“...Behold, it has befallen that the land has been deprived of the kingship [proper rulership] by a few lawless men.
	“...he who could not make a coffin for himself is now [the possessor] of a treasury.
	“Behold, this has happened [to] men;  he who could not build a room for himself is now a possessor of walls.
	“...Behold, the possessors of robes are now in rags, while he who could not weave for himself is now a possessor of fine linen.
	“Behold, he who could not build a boat for himself is now the possessor of a fleet;  their erstwhile owner looks at them, but they are not his.
	“Behold, he who had no shade is now the possessor of shade, while the erstwhile possessors of shade are now in the full blast of the storm.
	“...Behold, he who had no property is now a possessor of wealth, and the magnate praises him.
	“...Behold, no craftsmen work, for the enemies of the land have impoverished its craftsmen.
	“[Behold, he who once recorded] the harvest now knows nothing about it, while he who never ploughed [for himself is now the owner of corn;  the reaping] takes place but is not reported.  The scribe [sits in his office], but his hands [are idle] in it.
	“...Remember to observe regulations, to fix dates correctly, and to remove him who enters on the priestly office in impurity of body, for that is doing it wrongfully, it is destruction of the heart…”

Does any of this ring a bell?

Another contemporary document, The Instruction of Merikare, thusly laments over the Hyksos usurpers:

“A talker [Hyksos propagandist] is a mischief-maker, suppress him, kill [him], erase his name, [destroy] his kinsfolk, suppress the remembrance of him and his partisans who love him.
	“A violent man is a confuser of the citizens who always makes partisans of the younger generation….
	“See, [the land] which they destroyed…a magistrate is appointed who will levy…the amount of all taxes….
	“How is it that disaffection does not occur?
	“…As for the wretched Asiatic, unpleasant is the place where he is….[H]e never conquers, yet he is not conquered, and he does not announce a day of fighting, like a thief whom a community has driven out.”

The writer then goes on to cite religious propaganda that a former king had advocated:

“The late King Akhtoy ordained in a teaching:  ‘Be inactive about the violent man who destroys altars, for God will attack him who rebels against the temples…worship God, and do not say:  ‘It is weakness of mind.’”

In other words, “Don’t do anything about your oppressors;  ‘god’ will take care of it.”

One last contemporary document that we will look at some examples from is “The Prophecies of Neferti”:

“Stir, my heart,
Bewail this land, from which you have sprung!
When there is silence before evil,
And when what should be chided is feared,
Then the great man is overthrown in the land of your birth.
Tire not while this is before you.

“Rise against what is before you!
Lo, the great no longer rule the land,
What was made has been unmade,
Re [god] should begin to recreate!
The land is quite perished, no remnant is left,
Not the black of a nail is spared from its fate.
[Yet] while the land suffers, none care for it,
None speak, none shed tears:  ‘How fares this land!’
The sundisk, covered, shines not for people to see,
One cannot live when clouds conceal,
All are numb from lack of it.

“...All happiness has vanished,
The land is bowed down in distress,
Owing to those feeders [parasites],
Asiatics who roam the land.
Foes have risen in the East,
Asiatics have come down to Egypt...

“...I show you the land in turmoil,
What should not be has come to pass...
Each man’s heart is for himself.
Mourning is not done today,
Hearts have quite abandoned it.
A man sits with his back turned,
While one slays another...

“Every mouth is full of ‘how I wish.’
All happiness has vanished;
The land is ruined, its fate decreed, 
Deprived of produce, lacking in crops,
What was made has been unmade.
One seizes a man’s goods, gives them to an outsider...
The lazy stuffs himself, the active is needy…”

This document then goes on to prophesy a coming leader who will liberate Egypt from the death grip of the Hyksos, and who, interestingly enough, is called “the son of man”:

“Then a king will come from the South,
Ameny, the just)fied, by name,
Son of a woman of Ta-Seti, child of Upper Egypt.
He will take the white crown,
He will wear the red crown;
He will join the Two Mighty Ones,
He will please the Two Lords with what they wish,
With field-circler in his fist, oar in his grasp.
Rejoice, O people of his time,
The son of man will make his name for all eternity!
The evil-minded, the treason-plotters,
They suppress their speech in fear of him;
Asiatics will fall to his sword,
Libyans will fall to his flame,
Rebels to his wrath, traitors to his might,
As the serpent on his brow subdues the rebels for him…
Then Order will return to its seat,
While Chaos is driven away.
Rejoice he who may behold, he who may attend the king!
And he who is wise will libate for me,
When he sees fulfilled what I have spoken!”

================

The tide starts to turn in Egypt

In 1908, Lord Carnarvon found a tablet in Thebes with hieratic inscriptions on it that gave an account of the early stages of the Hyksos conflict.

Reading these inscriptions provides us with some keen insight as to the mindset of the Hyksos.

The inscriptions state:

“In Year 3 of the mighty king in Thebes, Kamose, whom Re had appointed as the real king and granted him power in very south, His Majesty spoke in his palace to the council of grandees [his advisors] who were in his suite:  ‘I should like to know what serves this strength of mine when a chieftain is in Avaris, and another in Kush [Nubia], and I sit united with an Asiatic [Hyksos] and a Nubian, each man in possession of his slice of this Egypt, and I cannot pass by him as far as Memphis.  See, he holds Khmu [in Middle Egypt], and no man has respite from spoliation through servitude with the Asiatics.  I will grapple with him and slit open his belly.  My desire is to deliver Egypt and smite the Asiatics.’
	“Then spoke the grandees of his council:  ‘See, all are loyal to the Asiatics as far as Cusae [in Upper Egypt].  We are tranquil in our part of Egypt.  Elephantine is strong, and the middle part is with us as far as Cusae.  Men still for us the finest of our lands.  Our cattle pasture in the papyrus marshes.  Corn is sent for our swine.  Our cattle are not taken away.’”

Here we can see that these crafty advisors to the king were discouraging him from doing anything about the Hyksos occupiers.

“Just be happy that they didn’t take everything,” they told him, and “just be glad with what you’ve got.”

Unreal!

Luckily, the king didn’t take the advice of these advisors (who undoubtedly were a secret Hebrews / Hyksos themselves).

Pharaoh Kamose decided, instead, to go to war with the Hyksos, in order to regain the whole of Egypt.

The inscriptions go on to say:

“I [the pharaoh] fared downstream in might to overthrow the Asiatics by the command of Amun, the just of counsel;  my brave army in front of me like a breath of fire, troops of Meda-Nubians aloft upon our cabins to spy out the Asiatics and destroy their places.  East and West were in possession of their fat and the army was supplied with things everywhere.”

At this point, the text goes on to describe a battle against a Hyksos leader named Teti, the son of Pepi, who had shut himself up within Nefrusi, a city a few miles north of Ashmun.

The text states:

“I [pharaoh] spent the night on my ship, my heart being happy.  When the earth came light, I was upon him as it were a hawk.  The time of perfuming the mouth [having a meal] came, and I overthrew him, I destroyed his wall, I slew his people and I caused his wife to go down to the river-bank.  My soldiers were like lions with their spoils, with slaves, cattle, milk, fat and honey, dividing up their possessions, their hearts being glad.  The district of Nefrusi was falling;  it was no great thing for us to confine its soul.  The region of Per-Shak was lacking when I reached it;  their horses were fled within…”

Though a victory was won here, the Hyksos were not by any means defeated.

That had to wait until shortly thereafter, at the hand of his successor, Pharaoh Ahmose I.

But nevertheless, Kamose, pleased with this victory, then went on to list a series of threats that he intended to carry out once Avaris was taken and Apophis was captured.

He stated:

“I shall drink of the wine of your vineyard, which the Asiatics I captured press out for me;  I shall lay waste your dwelling;  I shall cut down your trees;  I shall drag your women to the ships’ holds and I shall seize your chariotry.”

Kamose then went on to give an account of his treatment of those among his countrymen who were helping the enemy (undoubtedly other Hyksos, or “crypto-Hyksos,” if you will):

“I razed their towns and burned their places, they being made into red ruins forever on account of the damage which they did within this Egypt, and they had made themselves serve the Asiatics and forsaken Egypt their mistress.”

It turns out that this pharaoh died shortly after this victory.

Can you guess what most likely happened to him, and who was behind it?

The previous pharaoh, Seqenenre Tao, the father of Kamose, was far less successful in attempting to throw off the yoke of the Hyksos.

His army suffered a crushing defeat at the hand of the Hyksos, and he himself was killed.

His mummy preserves the traces of terrible wounds that he sustained in battle.

The skull, for example, was pierced three times by blows from the axes and spears of the scoundrels.

===========================

The expulsion

An entry in the famous Rhind Mathematical Papyrus notes that Ahmose I seized control of Tjaru before laying siege to the stronghold of the Hyksos at their capital in Avaris.

Excavations at the site, located two miles east of the Suez Canal, have uncovered evidence of battle wounds on skeletons discovered in two-story administrative structures dating to the Hyksos and New Kingdom occupations.

The site showed evidence of burned buildings, as well as massive New Kingdom grain silos that would have been able to feed a large number of Egyptian troops.

The archaeological record reveals that Ahmose expelled the Hyksos only after a major aggressive and bloody battle.

==========================

After the liberation

Josephus, quoting Menetho in Against Apion, wrote:

“After the conclusion of the treaty they left with their families and chattels, not fewer than two hundred and forty thousand people, and crossed the desert into Syria.  Fearing the Assyrians, who dominated over Asia at that time, they built a city in the country which we now call Judea. It was large enough to contain this great number of men and was called Jerusalem.”

Queen Hatshepsut, on the façade of her temple in Middle Egypt, had this message inscribed, looking back at the era of Hyksos rule:

“I have restored that which had been ruined.  I raised up that which had gone to pieces formerly, since the Asiatics were in the midst of Avaris of the Northland, and vagabonds were in the midst of them, overthrowing that which had been made…”

--------------------------

Thus ended yet another chapter in the ugly history of the Jewish supremacist scheme for world domination.

This was a happy ending.

But, unfortunately, today the “Hyksos” and their agenda marches forward unchecked.

-------------------------------

“And these [the Hyksos]…were all along making war with the Egyptians, and were very desirous gradually to destroy them to the very roots.  This whole nation was styled Hyksis, that is, Shepherd-kings.” - Manetho.


